International club hosts multicultural showcase
B Y JAKE BLEICH
Opinions Editor
Page Commons was filled with colors as variable and bright as the multitude of flags spread throughout the
space on April II. The 30th annual
International Extravaganza, hosted
by the International Club (or 1-Club),
celebrates and showcases the talent
of the many nationalities that make
up the Colby student body. As I-Club
Co-President Bach Nguyen '15 said,
"[the Extravaganza] has both entertainment value and educational value
[that work to] show the local community the world's many cultures." The IClub, which boasts 100 students from
55 countries, put together a program
with 16 different acts, ranging from
singing and dancing to poetry reading and a fashion show.
The event began with a short "live
feed" from MCs Kah-Wing Lui '15
and Emel Murati 15, casually sipping
drinks at the Marchese Pub before
being notified that they're needed on
stage. In this space of time, they discussed their plans of traveling around
the world, a feat that would oe completed in the following 100 minutes.
The first act was "The Ballad of
Mulan ," performed by a group of
Chinese students who used a mixture of pantomime, dance and narration to tell the intrepid story of
the woman who would become a
legendary warrior. As a finale, the
group performed the Cantonese/
Mandarin version of the song Reflections , featured in the popular
Disney adaption. This was followed
by a Afro-Latin American dance

duet , where the dances transitioned
seamlessly between the two styles.
Molika Tashin '15 followed the
act with a version of "Because You
Loved Me" by Celine Dion , where
she translated the song into nine
different languages, representing
the many cultures and people who
have influenced her time at Colby.
An acoustic performance of
"Horse," a Russian folk song, was then
performed, before Vuvuzefa, Colby's
African dance group, took the stage.
From Africa , the performance traveled north to Turkey,where Kardelen
Koldas '15 performed Turkish poet
Nazim Hikmet's "On Living" in the
original language.
In one of the most unique acts of
the night, Hiya Islam '15 and three
other students performed "I am,"
an original poem critiquing Colby's
view of diversity, combining sections
of Colby diversity statements, hypotheticals, ignorant student questions
and personal anecdotes. The poem
would prove to be the political apex of
the night.
Shama Ramos ' 15 and several other
students followed the poetry with a
dance to Zara Larssons "Rooftops ,"
a Swedish pop song. From there, we
headed back to Asia and watched
a dance rendition of "Little Apple,"
the winner of the Best International
Song at the 2014 American Music
Awards. To India the performance
moved, where Haransh Singh '18 play
the Tabla, a drum originating from
Northern India. A Korean Pop mashup came next, performed by Sohee
Lee and Cassandra Biggemann.
Weston Muench '18 took the stage
next and played an original song, in-

spired by his time in Patagonia and
Southern Chile. Cecil Brooks '17 then
returned and impressed the crowd
by rapping a Latin American song in
Spanish. After Vuvuzela returned to
the stage and performed to "Dangerous Love" by Fuse ODG, Colby Taiko
took the stage. In his introduction,
Taiko President Dylan Park '16 noted
that their Japanese drum group would
perform a song composed by a German Taiko group, a true testament
to the benefits of diversity. In the last
act, a large group of students , led by

Divya Bisht ' 15 and Meghna Diwan
'15, came together to perform several
intricate Bollywood dances.
To close the night, the MCs returned to the stage and presided over
the annual fashion show, where students showcased their nation's traditional attire. In the show, students represented a variety of places, including
Ghana, China, Japan , Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Mongolia, Bolivia, Germany, Vietnam, Sierra Leone, Senegal, and "20 minutes outside
of Boston. With a final bow, the show

ended and the audience was directed
to the Hugh Center, where a buffet of
Indian food had been set up.
Nguyen said that the "best thing
[about the show] is always when the
show comes together and is awesome.
It's great to hear the audience laugh
and have people applaud you for all
the hard work you put in."
"Considering the loud applause,
I think we succeeded in making the
show fun and interesting for a lot
of people, and hopefully they'll remember it."

Oak s Gender Unicorns Relay for Life fundraiser sparks
off er identity sp ectrum student awareness on campus
BY OLIVIA A INSWORTH
News Staff
The Oak Institute recentl y
p laced "Gender Unicorn " grap hics around campus as p art of
their Gender theme for the year.
With the support of the Brid ge,
Feminist Alliance , and WOCA ,
the Oak Institute hopes to expand peop le 's conceptions of
gender ana sexuality.
The Gender Unicorn grap hic ,
created by Trans Student Educational Resources , presents
gender identity, gender expression/presentation , sexual
attraction, and emotional att r a c t i o n as spectrums that can
be filled out according to one 's
personal identity. Sex assigned
is not presented as a spectrum
but include other/intersex as
an option. This presentation
is meant to encourage viewing
gender and sexual identity and
expression as spectrums and
not just as b i n a r y systems.
Using the medium of the Gender Unicorn allowed for maximum visibility around campus.
As a bri g ht, colorfu l grap hic that
could be p laced as cards in dining halls and as posters around
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On Friday, over 300 College
students gathered, raising over
$19,000 at the Relay for Life
event. The Relay, a fundraiser for
the American Cancer Society, was
held on Friday, April 10 starting
at 7 p.m. and ending at 5 a.m. the
following morning.
Throug hout the nig ht , student
groups such as Blue Li g hts and
the Hipnotik Dance team performed in the center of the track
at Harold Alfond Athletic Center,
where the event took place. "Relay
for Life is not onl y for those going through cancer treatment , but
also to celebrate those who have
been cured or are in remission , as
well as remembering those we've
lost to the horrible disease," Sy dney Abrams ' 17, a key organizer
for the event , said.
The
Luminaria
ceremony
serves to remember those who
have passed on due to cancer.
"This is a moving ceremony in
which names are written on paper bags for those we've lost to
cancer and disp layed around the
track with little li ghts in them. It
is a time for quiet remembrance

as people walk around the track
with the lights off , reading all of
the names of loved ones who have
died from cancer," Abrams said.
All students were welcomed to
decorate a paper bag regardless
of whether or not they planned to
attend the event.
Margaret Giles ' 18, who participated in the event with the
rest of her Outdoor Track team ,
was inspired by "how the community came together to support
a great cause."
Some students participated as
a way to support a cause, but for
many, such as Abrams, their motivation was more personal. "My
dad passed away from thyroid
cancer on June 15, 2014...He was
involved in local community work
once he retired from his profes sional career. Like him , I want to
continue that legacy to make a difference in the world , so Relay is
the perfect way to do that by raising awareness about cancer and
helping cancer patients ," she said.
She continued ,"my dad lived
with cancer for almost ten years,
undergoing many surgeries, chemotherapies , including clinical
trials , and external beam radiation. He showed everyone who
[he] knew that having cancer was

not a death sentence, but rather a
reason to live life even better and
more fully. I've never been more
inspired by one person. During
the last week of his life (when
he wasn't sedated...) he had his
thumbs up and a smile on his face
even though he was on a breathing
machine and couldn't really communicate. He never failed to be
positive, even at such low points."
The first lap in Relay is for survivors , aptl y named the Survivor 's
Lap. There is an additional Caregiver 's Lap honoring those who
nave cared for someone with cancer. Caregivers often walk with
those for whom they have cared
if the individual is in attendance.
Althoug h participants are encouraged to walk for as long as
possible, there is no pressure to
walk the entire night. In addition ,
participants have the opportunity
to take a break, make bracelets
and have their pictures taken during the event. The Gift of Life club
was also in attendance swabbing
cheeks for a bone marrow registry.
Regarding what drives her
to work so hard on the events ,
Abrams said , "if 1 can prevent
one girl from losing her dad—
her hero —to cancer , then it 's all
worth it."
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campus , the Gender Unicorn is
the most accessible to the greatest number of Colby students.
The binary system limits how
peop le can self-identif y to two
very strictly defined sp heres,
but allowing peop le to identif y
on a spectrum allows for full
self-expression. One feature of
the graphic that was particularl y appealing to those working
on this initiative was its inclusiveness of those who identif y
as asexual , agender , asex , and
or intersex. Those who identif y as such are often given the
option to self-express on spect r u m s like these.
Another challenging aspect of
the Gender Unicorn was allowing for gender expression to be
presented as a spectrum , which
is a challenge for many to understand and accept. Grace DeNoon, co-chair of the Oak Institute , says , "Many people assume
gender is biologicall y, rather
than sociall y, constructed and
that biological sex is a natural
binary rather than something
assigned to us , p laced upon us
by an outsider, at birth. We
wanted to challenge all of these
notions and thought that Oak
was well positioned to do so."

BY ELISE OZAROWSKI
Lead Copy Editor

Ruth Jackson to take Senator Susan Collins critiques
on Vice President role partisanship at Mitchell Lecture

BY P EG SCHREINER
Asst. News Editor
President David A. Greene announced in an Official Notice on
Tuesday that c u r r e n t Assistant
Vice President for Communications Ruth Jackson will become
the Colleges Vice President for
Communications, effective April 15.
Jackson , a Maine native , began her career at the College in
2003 , when she acted as Assist a n t Director of C o m m u n i c a tions for news and i n f o r m a t i o n ,
and has led the C o m m u n i c a tions office since August 2014.
Prior to joining the May flower
11 HI community , Jackson was
an editor at the Maine Times
magazine and worked in comm u n i c a t i o n s at the Buckingham
Browne & Nichols School in
Cambrid ge, MA.
Jackson 's new role will req u i r e her to "(provide] vision , d i r e c t i o n , and l e a d e r s h i p
for the College 's i n t e r n a l and
external
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,"

Greene said in the a n n o u n c e m e n t . This will e n t a i l overseeing the d e v e l o p m e n t and
m a i n t e n a n c e of t h e College 's
website, Colb y Magazine, admissions
and
advancement
m a t e r i a l s , m e d i a relations and
internal communications Greene said , "in a field that
d e m a n d s thou g htfu l anal ysis ,
carefu l listening, and deep collaborations , Ruth excels. I am
confident that she will be an
o u t s t a n d i n g leader for Colb y 's
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s efforts."
Jackson also shared her excitement for her new role: "I
am eager to take on this new
role because , under the leadership of President Greene , we
are alread y on our way to making Colby more accessible to the
most hig hl y qualified students
from all kinds of back grounds.
I am honored to p lay a role in
that effort."
She added , "I was drawn to
Colb y because it does such an
exceptional job at educating
young peop le and preparing
them to make a positive impact
on the world. I stayed because
the c o m m u n i t y is like no other—intellectual , collaborative ,
and kind."
Greene reiterated that Jackson
"demonstrates the commitment ,
passion , and integrity that we
need to realize our greatest ambitions for the College ," and "we
are lucky to have her, and I hope
you will join me in congratulating her "

Protests ignite campus-wide debates

BY JAKE BLEICH
Opinions Editor
Politics "is the art of compro mise... [but] that maxim is woefull y out of fashion today," Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) said
on A pril 9th to the overflowing
crowd at Colby 's ninth annual
Senator George J. Mitchell Distinguished Lecture Series. Spearheaded by the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement and sustained by
contributions from the Mitchell
famil y and friends of the senator , the Lecture Series has hosted
numerous distinguished policy
leaders , including former Secre tary of State Madeline Albrig ht ,
former President of Ireland Mary
Robinson , and former Senator
Tom Daschle. Collins ' lecture ,
"Wh y Moderation and Bipartisanship lead to Progress ," focused on exp laining the causes of
Washington s gridlock and how
to improve it.
The lecture started with Director of Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civil Engagement Dan Shea introducing the
esteemed senator and Waterville native , George J. Mitchell. Despite being a Bowdoin
alumnus, Mitchell maintains a
deep connection to Colby, as he
worked his way through college
by spending summers at Colb y,
even building "the beautiful terraced lawn " in front of Foss. He
then introduced Collins , whom

elaborated that, in these settings
debate often devolves into ad
h o m i n e m attacks. Second , she
blamed the media that utilizes
"hig hl y partisan " listeners to
boost their ratings . This leads
to giving voices to i n f l a m m a t o r y
commentators in place of moderates. Third , politicians today
"live in a time of never ending
campaign cycles " This leads to
less compromise as politicians
try to maintain their seats. For
her final reason , Collins projected several weaving, rorshach-type shapes on the screen.
She identified these as Ulinois 's
4th Congressional District and
Florida 's 5th District , exp laining how gerrymandering is desi gned to create overwhelming
party support in a district , effectivel y silencing moderates.
Faced with these hurdles , Collins made a plea to the audience to hel p change the culture
in Washington. "Washington is
unlikel y to change unless people
outside of it ask for change,"
she said. Collins likewise expressed a belief that both parties need to work together in
order to govern properl y. She
reminded the audience , "neither p a r t y has a monopol y on
good ideas."
Collin's speech
concluded
with a standing ovation and an
audience question period that
quizzed the Senator on everything from her stance on global
warming to the role Maine played
in her ideological moderation.

able to fi g ht for a better world
where we do not need to worry
about the increasing greenhouse
gasses in the atmosp here."
While LePage believes, according to Maine Public Broadcasting, that n a t u r a l gas is a
clean and cheap energy option ,
opponents of fossil fuels argue that the m e t h a n e content
in natural gas makes it an unsustainable solution for climate
change. Therefore , the Generation Climate Rising rall y urged
Maine officials to not build any
new fossil fuel infrastructure ,
including pipelines.
Michael Butler , a senior at
Bowdoin and active member of
MSCJ. said to the Bates Student ,
"While [LePage] may have the
privilege to deny it, others in
Maine are suffering from warming waters and record snowfall.
The burden of climate change
is not even —it falls disproportionatel y on indigenous groups ,
the elderl y, the young, and those
who rel y on Maine 's natural re
sources for income."
Topolarova also emp hasized
t h e inequality related to climate
change: "the t h i n g that Colb y
could learn from t h i s event is
that it is i m p o r t a n t to bring for-

ward the narratives of the peop le
who are most affected, without
tokenizing them but recognizing
their reality as an act of solidarity. '
An estimated 300 hig h school
and college students came out
on Saturday to show such solid a r i t y and encourage change in
the Maine legislature. Among
the participants were Bates Energy Action Movement (BEAM)
and Bowdoin Climate Action
(BCA), who broug ht a combined
100 students, according to each
school's newspaper reports.
The rall y remained peaceful
throughout the day, thoug h police did escort the marchers on
their route to the State house
and LePage 's residence.
Topolarova noted that "the vibe
was energetic and very friendl y,"
adding "it felt like a community."
While the May flower Hill
campus uses v i r t u a l l y no oil ,
many small colleges are still
far from their goals of carbonneutrality. However , Saturday 's
protest , which is suspected to
have been the largest youth-led
climate rall y in Maines histor y ,
will likel y put pressure on
both i n s t i t u t i o n s and the gove r n m e n t to review t h e i r e n e r gy p o l i c i e s .

Maine students rall y for
climate change in Augusta
BY PEG SCHREINER
Asst. News Editor

Students from across Maine
participated in the Generation
Climate Rising march on April
11. The event , which took place
in Augusta, was a protest against
Governor Paul I.e Page 's environmental policy, specificall y in
regards to fossil fuels.
M a i n e S t u d e n t s for C l i m a t e
Ju stice ( M S C J ) organized t h e
rall y t h a t s p a n n e d from d o w n town Augusta to the front of
t h e B l a i n e house , where LePage lives.
According to their Facebook
page , MSCJ is a "s t u d e n t - r u n coalition , b r i n g i n g youth voices to
the strugg le towards ecolog ical
s u s t a i n a b i l i t y and social justice ,"
and has had many p a r t i c i p a n t s
from Bates College . Bowdoin
College , t h e University of Maine ,
U n i t y College and those hailing
from May flower Hill.
Ester Topolarova ' 17, one of
eig ht marchers from the College , commented on the importance of student activism in an
email correspondence , say ing
"my position as a student gives
me the t i m e and energy to be
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he described as "a proud Aroostook County woman ," who embodies the moderation and compromise that " is sorely needed
in this country. "
Collins began her speech by
quantif ying how pervasive "h yperpartisanshi p and incivility "
is in Washington and across the
nation. Collins described a recent stud y by CQ Weekl y, which
d e t e r m i n e d that during Mitchell' s tenure as the Senate Majority Leader (1989-1995), the
percent of party unity votes—
where representatives vote on
party lines—was around 50 percent. This year , they were at 67
percent , down from 70 percent
two years ago. Collins elaborated that both parties were to
blame. Last year , she exp lained ,
all but three Republicans voted
with their party 87 percent of
the time — the three being Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska , Kell y
Ayotte of New Hampshire , and
Collins
herself.
Democrats
didn ' t fare much better , with
11 Democratic senators voting
with their party 100 percent of
the time. She surmised , "The
world's greatest
deliberative
bod y didn 't do much deliberating last year."
Collins focused on four key
reasons h yperpartisanship has
become rampant. First , she
blamed the general lowering
of the level of discourse as the
media and [anonymous websites] have become the preferred
place for debate." However, she

Hardy Girls Healthy Women hosts annual Girls Rock! Weekend

Brig ht , who has been in charge
of programming at HGHW for
the past two years, noted the high
attendance numbers throughThis past weekend , Hardy out the weekend, with over 200
Girls Health y Women (HGHW) fourth to eighth grade girls at
held its annual Girl Rock! Week- Colby alone—the hi ghest turnout
end. Since 1998, the organization in the College's history of particihas offered these meetings as a pation. "Helping the Girls Adviway to highlig ht girls ' strengths, sory Board get their workshops
knowled ge and their ability to and presentations read y was rework in coalition.
ally fun and messy and challengBetween Friday and Saturday, ing,... It is rare and wonderful to
over 350 girls from across the find a place that takes theory and
state of Maine gathered at a num- applies that theory directl y to its
ber of sites—including Mayflower programming. It is a very small
Hill—to take part in programs organization which gives me the
designed to edopportunity to
ucate , support
be involved in
and honor young
all facets of the
women working
work ,"
Brig ht
to make their
said.
communities
Among
the
better and safer
adult volunteers
were a numplaces. Accord ing to Professor
ber of Colby
of
Education
women,
many
and co-creator
of whom parof HGHW Lyn
ticipate weekly
Mike!
Brown ,
in
HGHW's
the conferences
Girls Coalition
and subsequent
Group.
"The
Girls
Rock!
Coalition groups
Awards are deare where we
signed to "call
do most of our
lyn Brown
attention to the
work throug hcomplexity and
Q y - aM o r of H G H W out the year,"
diversity of girls'
Colby Program
voices and expeLeader Tess Farriences , and to acknowledge girls ley '17 said. "Many of the girls
as civic actors and not just con- in attendance at this conference
sumer citizens as they are often also attend group sessions at loassumed to be."
cal schools where girls have an
The conference is desi gned to opportunity to talk about issues
be led b y HGHW participants—
specific to their school and their
or as Director of Programs environment , as well as to discuss
Christine Bri ght said , "by girls ways in which they can affect posfor girls " Bright worked directly itive change."
with a cohort of 21 hig h-schoolHGHW volunteers are known
aged leaders known as the Girls as "muses," nomenclature that
Advisory Board (GAB) to devel- according to Program Leader
op much of the programming for Kate Parsons ' 15 was adopted to
these weekend workshops. "We reinforce the spirit of inspiration
talked about what sorts of ac- intrinsic to the organization 's
tivities would engage girls of that values and infrastructure. "We
age, and how to make a presenta- work more as facilitators than
tion engag ing," Bright said.
mentors," Parsons said. "We see
BY DAVID DINICOLA
Co-Editor-In-Chief

"[Girls Rock!
Weekend]
illuminates the
talent and power
of girls as social
changemakersin
the here and noW

ourselves as equal to the girls
in our coalition group, which
I think helps in our mission.
One important thing we teach
is to validate emotions and let
the girls know that what they 're
feeling is okay....You never know
where a kid coming from , and
I've personall y seen that mix of
engagement and equality be reall y empowering for them."
For Parsons , Hard y Girls is a
famil y affair. Her younger sister ,
Beth , a high school junior , also
participates in HGHW around
Bangor. "She has reall y loved
it. She 's on the quiet side, but
throug h her work with [the organization], I've seen her come
out of her shell ," Parsons said.
"She has reall y learned so much,
and there are many things you
don 't learn about Women 's and
Gender studies and women's
health in your typical hi gh
school experience. "
Brown added that HGHW
trains roughly 50 students to run
Girls Coalition Groups around
Waterville area schools annually,
and as a professor, she often incorporates her work with Hard y Girls
into her academic courses. ' Hard y
Girls provides supervision and
training for Colby students that
includes learning about girls' development , media literacy, grassroots activism , cultural sensitivity,
and a range of facilitation skills ,"
Brown said.
In turn , the Education Program
and the College works to support
HGHW's programming throug h
internships and sponsorships.
This year the Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs and Civic Engagement subsidized partici pation in
the conference held on campus ,
hel ping to make it financially and
logisticall y possible for many of
the girls to attend. "We are able to
offer spots to every girl whether
she can pay the small fee or not ,"
Brown said. "Parents , teachers,
and local agencies are reall y enthusiastic about this—that we are
working together to support the

health y development and success
of youth in our community."
In addition to the Conference,
HGHW celebrated the work of
five young women at the Girls
Rock! Awards on Friday, April 10,
in Portlands Long fellow Square.
Those recognized included EdnaThecla Akimana, Jamee Fillmore,
Jessica Smith , Karen Noble, Lill y
Wakeman, Muna Mohamed, and
Nimco Isack—all of whom have
shown powerful leadership in the
areas such as mental and p hysical
health , race, immigration , addiction , technology, arts, athletics ,
and civic engagement.
"[Girl Rock! Weekend] illuminates the talent and power of
girls as social change makers in
the here and now. So often people talk about developing girls
as leaders , but they are alread y
doing amazing things in their
schools and communities across
Maine ," Brown said. "The award
winners and our Girls Advisory
Board members are testament to
what girls can accomplish with

resources , scaffolding, and the
support of those who believe in
their capabilities.'*
"Girls Rock Weekend has been
so inspiring for me both years
that I have attended. Sometimes
I forget what an impact our work
has but it is hard to miss it during
this weekend . At the end of each
conference I asked the girls to
raise their hands if they learned
something today. All the hands
went up. Did they make a new
friend? All the hands went up.
Did they learn something about
themselves? All their hands went
up," Bri ght said.
"It is knowing that those girls
left the day changed that makes
the work worth it . Bri g ht continued. "That they may explain to a
friend what feminism is, or that
they might be able to give a compliment not based on looks , or
that they know that this is their
world and they have the ri ght ,
the power and the responsibility
to change it that keeps me happy
to be doing what I am doing."

Seventy unemp loy edaf ter Midstate Rail service in the works
'Waterville discusses
reconstructing the
Berkshire consolidates in Winslo w passenger
rail service
BY HANNAH D INEEN
Contributing Writer

Low oil prices and a declining market for militar y defense
weapons come as good news to
the majority of Americans. However, for the employees of gas and
weapons manufacturers around
the country, this development is a
cause for concern. With oil prices
reaching decade lows and the demand for military defense weapons declining with them , business
demand for manufacturers across
the country has severel y diminished. The employees are the ones
taking the brunt of this hit for the
manufacturers , as they are losing
jobs at an alarming rate.
Such is the case at Midstate
Berkshire , a central Maine manufacturer of precision parts for
aerospace , defense and oil industries. In the past week , the corporation has been forced to cut
70 employees from its Waterville
and Winslow locations , accounting for an astounding 30 percent
of their overall workers. The layoffs were a direct reaction to the
recent decline in the company 's
three focal markets—oil and gas ,
power generation and defense.
In li g ht of these discouraging market trends , the company
found it in their best interest to
downsize their staff and consolidate their two Maine locations. By
eliminating their Waterville plant

and consolidating head quarters
in Winslow, Midstate Berkshire
will be causing significant financial harm to the city they are leaving behind. The Kennebec Journal
recentl y headlined that the "Midstate Berkshire move to Winslow
could cost Waterville $120 ,000."
This
financial
devastation
would largel y come from the annual property tax revenue that
Midstate Berkshire broug ht to
the city. Beyond the immediate
loss of tax money, the town will
undoubtedl y feel the wider effects of having 70 newl y unemployed citizens.
is. i m D e r i y
Lindlof , the interim executive
director at the
Central
Maine
Growth Council ,
explained
that ,
"salaries at Midstate
Berkshire
were hi gh , especiall y in comparison to other
jobs in the area.
Having so many
previousl y wellpaid workers going unemp loyed
at once will create
a ripp le effect in
the local economy." I.indlof' s goal is to have all
of these citizens reemp loyed as
soon as possible. One way she is
going about this is by connecting

former employees with leads on
potential jobs in the region.
It is difficult to criticize Midstate Berkshire for their decisionmaking, as severe market trends
essentiall y forced the company to
make decisions that nobod y ever
wants to make. As devastating
as the news must have been for
these workers , it was not without a heavy heart that Midstate
Berkshire made the layoffs. The
company prides itself on having
good relationships with employees , their website proclaiming:
"Midstate Berkshire is proud of
the many skilled, experienced
proressionais
who work
at
our
facilities.
These
talented
individuals are
exceptional
at
their jobs , and
allow us to be
the
renowned
manufacturing
company that we
are "
It is clear that
Midstate
Berkshire
respects
and admires the
hard work and
commitment that
their emp loyees
show. I he company has publicl y said that they
nope to rehire as many employees
as possible once the market conditions improve.

The corporation
has been forced to
cut 70 employees
from its Waterville
andWinslow
locations,
accounting for
30% of their
overallworkers.

BY CAROLINE FERGUSON
Local News Editor
The passenger rail service may
be returning to Waterville once
again, thanks to the recent efforts of City Councilor Sydney
Mayhew to emp hasize the importance of bringing it back to
the small Maine city. This past
Tuesday, April 14 , Mayhew proposed the idea at Watervilles
council meeting, asking fellow
councilors for support. The first
steps that need to be taken towards reestablishing the rail service must be for the councilors
to sign a resolution that disp lays
serious intent to exp lore the idea.
To support this process , May hew
has received hel p from the Maine
Rail Group Inc., a volunteer organization that aims to raise
awareness about the economic
benefits that railroads provide.
"1 think it would be beneficial
for Waterville to show its hand on
this issue and participate in an obvious economic development opportunity," Mayhew told the Port
land Press Herald this past week.
"We know what passenger rail service can do from studies of when it
went from Portland to Brunswick.
It has promoted, reall y, economic
vitality in that area. The city of
Brunswick is reaping the benefits."
The previous rail service was
officially constructed in 1910 and

ran steadil y until being ended on
the Main Central Railroad in 1960.
The Old 470 steam locomotive
was the last steam engine used for
Maine Central passenger rail service, and saw its final trip in June
1954. Currently, it sits near Part Am station off College Avenue.
Reconstructing the passenger
rail service would add economic
prosperity and stability to the
downtown Waterville area, draw
more attendees to art events, as
well as boost visits to local colleges and historic sites. But beyond having an increased flow of
visitors , the presence of the rail
service would also provide more
accessibility to various destinations for current residents. "Just
imagine what it'd be like for [...]
residents of Waterville , Winslow ,
Fairfield and Oakland to see a
Boston Bruins or Celtics game, or
for a famil y to go to visit Boston.''
May hew said to the Portland Press
Herald, "Plus, it would be an attraction to the college sites here
in Waterville. "
A l t h o u g h it may take a multip le years for the rail service
to be officially established after
securing approvals and funding,
May hew is alread y well on his
way with finding support from
councilors. According to the
Portland Press Herald , Council
Chairman Fred Stubbert. ExEressed his agreement in that he
elieves reconstructing the pas
SCnger rail station is a great idea ,
and he fondl y recalls memories
of r i d i n g the passenger trains on
Maine Central Railroad ' s when
he was J child.

Is room draw fair? Kenniston and students discuss
BY ELISE OZAROWSKI
Lead Copy Editor
Room draw is a game of chance.
If you 'reoneoftheluck y ones near
the top of the list, or have an in
with someone who is, it 's a windfall. For those who are less fortunate, you may wind up in a less
desirable dorm. Regardless of your
number, room draw is a stressful
time—so much so that some students have gone so far as to offer
payment to students with higher
room draw numbers for his or her
pick. Others lament that so many
incoming first years have the opportunity to live in those beautiful
A MS doubles.
The consensus with different
students surveyed on the Hill
is consistent with how those at
other NESCACs feel about housing. "It is a stressful time here.
You have to be calm and relaxed
because a lot of unforeseen things
will happen on the day," Matthew
Bleich Hamilton class of ' 18—
who spoke with peers from all
class years—said. This year is especially weird because they eliminated all off-campus housing, so
no one here reall y knows what is
going to go early or what is going
to go late. "
In contrast to Hamilton 's move
away from off-campus hous-

ing. President David Greene has six first-year students—ideall y
mentioned his interest in expand- eight first-year students—on each
ing Colby's offfloor. The rooms
campus housing,
I are close to the
specificall y with
same each year, as
the goal of placing
we work to find the
more students on
! best solution for the
Main Street in orrooms, a few change
der to foster civic
each year." Still , it is
engagement and
not first-year housimprove collegeing that generally
town
relations.
causes a large stir
However, during
among students.
this most recent
Campus Life athousing selection ,
tempts to edit their
most students still
process according
focus their energy
to past mistakes,
on finding rooms
but sometimes unon campus.
expected
circumAssociate
Distances occur. Will
rector of Campus
Bonney '16 arrived
Life Kim Kennisback on campus
ton offered some
from abroad , out
insig ht regarding
the room he was
how Campus Life
promised was no
decides where to
longer
available.
While rumors exp lace first years:
'Campus
Life
ist that many mislooks to block
takes have Camoff doubles and
Kim Kenniston pus Life to blame ,
trip les for first
Bonney asserted: "I
towfcttAfctttraf
year students , as
also want to make
they can 't live in
Cmpasiif e it clear this was
sing les," she said
not
[Kenniston]'s
in an email corfault. The person
respondence. We
in my room simply
want the rooms to be near each refused to leave. An odd situaother , and we want no less than tion." As a form of apology for the

our students
that aj^sniiay
from campus
for the spring
semester."

situation, Kenniston offered htm
pick number 2.5, meaning that he
picks his room at the same time as
the number 2 pick.
Regarding this practice, Kenniston remarked: Typically, now
that we have gone online with
room draw, it isn't an administrative error that causes us to change
a room draw number. It could be
that we have needed to ask a room
to move for a variety of reasons,
or a mid-year move didn't happen
that was supposed to, and a student that had a good pick ended
up taking a different room that
wasn't part of the selection that
they would have taken. This is
done very infrequentl y."
Kenniston asserted that "a misconception is that you can give
your room draw number to a
friend. A room draw number is
assigned to a person and can't be
tiven away." Addressing other stuent actions made in order to improve rankings she said, "one last
misconception is that if people
pull in students with lower room
draw numbers, that over the summer they can email me and make a
change to their housing."
However, each year, a number
of students attempt to buy their
way into rooms. Eva Neczypor " 16
received the following Facebook
message after a male senior found
her high room draw number:

"(H}ey, I know this is super
random and kind of weird but I
was looking at room draw numbers and saw that you had a great
pick...I 'm hoping to get a quad
with members of my team and I
and (sic] was wondering what
your housing plans were and if
you had any interest in swapping
picks? We'd also be more than
happy to throw some money your
way ($200-300) if that would help
sway your decision....I look forward to hearing from you soon! "
Neczypor decided to ignore the
message even though her friends
jokingly urged her to provoke a
bidding war.
While the move to online selection has reduced some of the facetime once held in The Heights,
Kenniston shared some positives
regarding the new system. "Moving to online has really made the
process more user friendl y, especially to our students that are away
from campus for the spring semester, since you can participate from
anywhere in the world that has internet ," she said.
Neczypor didn 't respond to
the request , but it is general
knowledge among students that
some of these messages garner
responses. Kenniston , however,
maintained that "room draw
numbers are assigned to a person
and can't be changed."

SecondGift of Ufe driveon campusreceives
widespread
student
support
_*.
-*. -*.
B Y SIMONE L EUNG
Features Editor
As of April 10, 450 members of
the Colby community have had
their cheeks swabbed to join the
national bone marrow registry. Gift
of Life, first brought to campus last
year by Trevor Shorb '14, is one of
three non-profit , US national bone
marrow registries looking to expand
its presence on college campuses
Grace Baldwin 16, who first
learned about the organization
from her boss, was hired as one of
eight campus representatives for
Gift of I.ifes trial year of expansion.
"M y boss...actually donated bone
marrow and saved someone else's
life because he
swabbed I got
reall/ interested in
it caus™ I had taken
a bund 1 of immunology :lasses, so
1 ended up joining the i Qgistry
throug h the drive
that was run last
year. Then. I got
an email over the
summer that said
they were looking
for interns to be
campus reps , and I
applied and got it, "
Baldwin said.
Baldwin . who
ts a biology major
on the pre-medical
track, said Gift of
Life appealed to
her from an academic stand point
"Working for a
nonprofit
that 's
medicall y relevant
is really cool I also
think it 's, .a reall y great cause, and
I think it reall y does make a difference. There 's a lot ->f things that
peop le can spend their time doing, and I just genuinel y felt that
if I was going to put a lot of time
and effort into something, this was
something that I would be reall y
passionate about ...Increasing the
size of the bone marrow registry
is trul y a matter of life or death
Whether it 's ten more people,
100 more peop le, or a 1000 more
people [added to the registry] , that
could save someone 's life ," Baldwin said. Since onl y 30 percent of

patients find a related donor, the
majority of patients require transplants from unrelated donors and
must search throug h the registry.
Though Shorb ran a drive last
year, this is the first year that Gift of
Life has had an organized, continued presence on Colby's campus as
well as at other schools. The organization 's new Campus Ambassadors Program aims to inform and
involve college students and to gain
access to a huge pool of potential
donors. "What s cool is that in the
next year, they are looking to hire
80 to 100 more ambassadors. Having those eight interns [this year)
was kind of a trial run to see how
successful {the program] could
be. I've been registering so many
people at Colby,
but so have all
the other interns
at their respective
schools ," Baldwi n
said. This year,
there were campus
representatives at
Syracuse Univer
sity, the University
of Florida , Boston
College and Binghamton
University, among others.
Baldwin
also
discussed her experience of bringing the organiza tion to a campus
like Colby 's. "One
thing that is cool
and unique about
my experience is
that I'm the only
one at a small
school, so all the
other interns are
at schools with
20,000 or more
people ...Its still been reall y successful , and I've still been able to
swab tons of people , which is cool ,
because going forward they 're definitel y going to continue to hire interns at both big and small schools,'
she said
Baldwin also discussed the donation process: "The first step to
becoming a bone marrow donor is
getting your cheek swab, and that 's
because it 's based on your DNA.
Once you 're swabbed , you enter into
the registry, and it doesn 't matter
what foundation you sign up with,
whether it 's Gift of Life or one of the

Since only
30 percent of
patients find a
related donor,
the majority of
patients require
transplants
from unrelated
donors and
must search
the registry.

other two registries, because they're
connected through the World Blood
Bank. If a patient were to then enter
the registry any time within your
life and if that patient were to match
your DNA, then you would be contacted via email or phone call."
Though the chances of matching
with a patient during your lifetime
is only one percent, Baldwin actually matched with a patient three
months ago, onl y shortly after getting involved with the organization.
"The [statistic] kind of embodies
how hard it is for people to find a
match. It 's actuall y funny because I
went to the foundation for a three
day seminar...and while I was
[there], I matched , which was reall y
weird timing . I met the person that
sent me the email...I was read y to do
it ," she said.
"Basicall y, what happens is because it's so hard to fina a match , a lot
of the time patients will start searching as soon as they're diagnosed.
[For example], as soon as they 're
diagnosed with [Acute Lympho-

blastic Leukemia] or another type of
leukemia or lymphoma, they 'll start
searching the registry for a potential match, because in some cases it
takes years to find someone, and in
some cases they never find anyone.
In my case, the patient wasn't sure
if he actually needed transplant yet,
so my hope was that if he did need a
transplant, I could be the one to do
it. But, I think in the end he didn 't
need it , which was really great for
him," Baldwin added.
When asked about the results
and future of Gift of Life at the
College, Baldwin discussed the
student bod y 's receptiveness to the
cause. "It's really the enthusiasm
and support of the student body
as a whole that has enabled me to
swab so many students....The first
thing I did was run drives in the
Spa , and we got over 50 people a
day just from being there...from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m
People would just
come up and ask about it , or some
people had a personal connection ,"
she said.

"What's cool is that I started getting contacted by clubs....I met
with the Writers' Center and...
with Hillel. I met with SGA and
got them to join. I also contacted a
lot of sports teams and have been
continuing to swab sports teams.
So far, I've swabbed [women's] basketball and men's hockey, lacrosse,
and baseball. I was at Relay for Life
[last] Friday and got a whole bunch
of people to sign up there. We got
100 people just from being there
for three hours," she added.
Because she has swabbed so
many current students, Baldwin
says that in the future , her focus
will be on convincing the incoming class to get swabbed. In addition , next year, Baldwin will serve
as a mentor for some of the new
interns. Baldwin hopes to find
someone who will want to get involved and continue to run drives
at Colby after she graduates. For
more information on how to get
involved, contact Baldwin at
gbaldwin@colb y.edu.

UBDS hosts forum to discuss Sodexo worker wages

BY F I L I P M O N T G O M E R Y
News Staff
On the evening of April 8.
2015 , United for Better Dining
Services (UBDS) hosted another
open forum in which they invited Staff, students and Sodexo
workers to discuss the socioeconomic and ethical implications of raising the minimum
wages for Sodexo workers on
campus. Numerous students ,
faculty, staff and administrators ,
including President Greene and
Vice President of Administration Doug las Terp, joined UBDS
leaders . Ana Sofia Canales '18,
Hiya Islam ' 15, Ester Topolarova
' 17 and Marina Arcuschin de
Oliviera '15 for a discussion.
Canales opened the discussion by addressing UBDS's goals
of raising the current minimum
wage of the Sodexo workers to
the living wage in the Waterville
area of $15 per hour in order to
improve living conditions in the
community. Greene then took

over the microphone and went
on to thank everyone for coming
and emphasize the importance
of the issue as "the way we are as
a workplace reflects what kind
of work p lace Colb y is."
Greene closed his address b y
raising a point that set the tone
for the discussion: "Sometimes
our ideologies come in conflict
with our realities." Althoug h
many people in the community
would like to see workers' wages
raised , the College operates on a
strict bud get ana the extra funding has to come from somewhere,
whether that means raising tuitions or cutting other costs.
Vice President of Administration Doug Terp then took the
stage to give insig ht into the
College's economics as well as
the projected cost of the project. Colby 's yearly bud get in the
academic year 2014-2015 was
$155 million. Out of these $155
million , 72 percent is generated
from student charges, 18 percent
from the endowment . 6 percent
from donations and 4 percent

from other sources.
On the expenditure side , 43
percent goes to instruction , 19
percent into aid , and 38 percent
into other services (including
facilities, student services and
dining). Dining services make
up roug hl y four percent of the
bud get , at $7.5 million per annum (this includes $2.5 million
for food, $1.5 million for operating expenses , and $3.5 million for wages and fees). The
dining services are outsourced
to Sodexo and the College pays
this sum in order for them to
manage everything from dining menus to human resources.
According to Terp, the estimated cost of raising the wages
for the workers to $15 per hour
would cost the College an additional 3.1 million dollars
to 4.7 million dollars (taking
into account wage hierarchies)
per year.
The forum then went into a
discussion on where this money
would come from. If student
charges were to cover the cost.

it would result in a tuition increase of $1,660 to $2 ,200 per
year. This would be on top of the
recently announced increase for
the 2015-2016 academic year.
Other ways of realizing the
suggested goal would be to either
relocate funds within the dining
bud get (by reducing operating
hours or instituting program
changes) or to even reallocate
funds within the college budget.
Terp pointed out that the bud get
is alread y stretched thin with
several departments requesting
more funding. He also pointed
out that the College has been in
a process of raising
the d i n i n g
hall staffs ' starting wages from
$7.50 per hour
in 2012 to $10 b y
2016. Greene continued to say that
this will be done
in yearl y installments and that
it requires sign i f i c a n t p lanning
and effort from
the management.
As the discussion turned back
to the audience ,
students
questioned what we
should prioritize
as an institution.
Is it fair to be j
spending
nearl y
$100 million on
facility
improvements in the next
few years , while
UBDS claims that
several
Sodexo
workers strugg le
to stay afloat? Students also asked if Terp and his
team discussed any areas within
the school bud get that seemed
fair to reduce in order to make
way for increased wages, to
which Terp responded that no
such anal ysis has been made as
of yet.
Another student raised the
point of asking whether the Col-

lege should "cut out the middle-man" and get rid of Sodexo
completely, referencing other
schools such as Bates or Bowdoin who operate their own
dining services. Althoug h this
might seem like an appealing
option. Director of Dining Services Larry Llewellyn clarified
that this would not necessaril y
reduce the costs significantly
due to the extra management
required. He added that raising
or lowering wages does not increase or decrease Sodexo 's profitability from the College because Colb y pays
a fee to Sodexo to
develop and manage a bud get for the
dining services.
Althoug h there
were still p lenty
of questions and
issues to be discussed,
Greene
was forced to bring
the discussion to
and end due to
time constraints.
In his closing remarks, he once
again
addressed
the fact that raising the m i n i m u m
wages for the dining hall workers
by 25 percent over
the next 3 years, as
well as increasing
the salaries of other Colb y workers
by seven to nine
percent, is a very
focused effort. He
also pointed out
that $15 per hour
is not "some mag ic
number. It could
be higher, could
be lower." In order to move forward in the discourse , the comm u n i t y has to decide if this is a
key priority. Greene expressed
that this is a key issue to him but
that the college is already juggling
other issues and wishes to increase
financial aid and to increase the
alread y limited number of fulltime professors.

The estimated
cost of raising
the wagesfor
the workers to
$15 per hour
wouldcost
theCollege
an additional
ll mffiktfi
db8arsi047
milliondol..per year.
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immigration
Illeg al
, history Greene ceremonially opens the Woodsmen's annual Mud Meet

researching. She also gave historical
background, starting with the aforementioned immigration acts.
The Quota Acts were effective in reThe topic of immigration remains a ducing immigration significantly, but
prevalent one in the United States, but not in eliminating it entirely. Until the
oftentimes discussions about it are of1920s, the largest enforcement initiaten restricted only to present-day im- tive had been the Chinese Exclusion
migration and relations with Mexico. Act of 1882, and the measures needed
In her talk at Colby on April 8, Assis- to completely halt illegal immigration
tant Professor of History at Kingsbor- did not exist, ihe difficulty of identif yough Community College Libby Gar- ing races, she argued, was further acland challenged that trend. The history centuated in classifying Jews because
of illegal immigration, she explained, is of Judaism's dual role as a race and a reoften-overlooked, but it is a personal ligion. She told the story of a man who
and prevalent aspect of immigration was turned away because his German
history. The Jewish Studies Departsounded "too Yiddish." but contrasted
ment sponsored the event, and it
his particular instance to the frewas part of this year 's Mi grations quenc y that Jews posed as members
Humanities theme .
of other races.
"So, why don't we know more about
An immigration specialist and author of the recent book After They this?" Garland asked towards the end
Closed the Gates: Jewish Illegal hit
ol her talk. One of the rea>ons was that,
migration to the United States, 1921- while it was by no means easy, it was
1965. Garland sought to tell the story much levs difficult for Jews to be con of Jewish immi gration in the early to sidered white than most other races.
mid 20th century. She discussed many Much ol the history concerning them
of the immigration Issues concerning in this light, therefore, moved into the
American Jews in the early 190<K, most mainstream while as a result. Additionnotably the Immigration Acts of 1921 ally,Garland spoke of a concerted effort
and 1924. both of which established by Jews not to be associatedwith other ilrace based immigration limitations on legal immigrants in the years towardthe
certain "undesirable" races, including end ofthetime (xrriod her book covers.
At the end ol her talk. Garlandtied the
lews.She put this legislature m the Lug
stones of these pest immigrants to moder context of Anti-Semitic and nation
alist sentiments prevalent .U the time.
ern perceptions of illegal immigration
She began by giving a bit of per
She concluded with three points thai
sonal background surrounding illegal
she wontedthe audience to keep as take
immigration in the earl y 1900s, tell- aways: "Modem immigrants have much
ing ihe story of the way m which she in common with these past ones. ...The
came to stud y it. She discovered the border system in the US has quite a histotopic almost by accident while doing p.. and our modern laws are derived ¦
research about immigration in general from them....This system has been
and noticing specific stones of illegal dysfunctional and contested from ,
immigrants in the documents she was its inception.

BY BRANDON BLACKBURN
Asst Features Editor
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If you asked an American
what their favorite holiday is ,
you would get a variety of answers. Some would go immediately to Christmas or New Year 's
Eve. Some of our Jewish friends
might even say Purim (if you
don 't know what Purim is, let
me quickl y paraphrase the Me
gillah , which says a person is
obligated to drink on Purim until they do not know good from
evil). Awesome holidays? Definitely. However, as an A
can. I would be remiss i
didn 't say the 4th of Jul y
Independence
Day
combines some of the
best features of those
other
holidays—fireworks
and
copious
drinking—with parade:
barbecues, and a heal
dose of nationalism. Plus it 's in
the summer! Suck on that candy
cane, Christmas.
But the 4th of Jul y is much
more significant than its superficial celebratory aspects. It is
a day where we remember the
courage of the Founding Fathers who. despite knowing they
could be executed for doing so,
signed the Declaration of Independence and began the history of a nation that would rise
to become the world 's dominant
superpower. Likewise, as the
worlds oldest modern democracy, the United States has served
as a role model as well as actively hel ping fled gling democracies
find their footing. The ideas expressed within the US Constitution have been showcased in the
constitutions of Spain , France.
Poland , Mexico , Argentina , Venezuela, Brazil , and Liberia. After
WWII , the US Constitution was
used heavil y in the constitutions
of India and West Germany. In
fact , the current Japanese Constitution was written by a group
of Americans, making it very
Eossibl y the onl y democracy to
e chartered by a foreign power.
It is undeniable that the US has
p layed a key role in the proliferation of democratic ideals.
While I am very proud that
the US has hel ped provide opportunities to other nations
throug h some of these democratizations, I am also aware that
sometimes the US conflates its
self-imposed role as the "world 's
police force" and its view that
it is the torchbearer of democ-

racy. This has led at times to illplanned and even illegal interventions, most recentl y seen in
the 2003 invasion of Iraq. While
the US has not always been moral in its international actions ,
the fact remains that the US is
the global superpower. To the
ire of American isolationists—
Rand Paul being one of the most
vocal—we have an obligation to
intervene in numerous conflicts
around the world.
i that lengthy introtion , I'd like to get to
y mai n point: currenty, the United States is
•vholl y lacking in its
:apacity as the world
eader. I'm not saying
hat we don't have the
onomic prowess or
tary capabilities. Nor
am I saying that we suffer from
vague foreign policy leadership.
What I am saying is that American citizens , as a whole , are internationall y illiterate compared
to other leading powers.
I remember when I was in
middle school and watched a
Youtube video by an Australian comedy group, the Chasers,
where Americans were asked
a variety of basic questions on
the world. In the video , average
Americans are asked "name one
country that begins with the letter 'U.' One responds, "Yugoslavia." Another says "Utah." Fidel
Castro is identified as a singer,
America is named as the winner of the Vietnam War, and the
state religion of Israel is said to
be "Israeli " But hey, that video
is from 2006. Surely, in nine
years we 've improved- But according to a 2010 study from the
National Center for Education
Statistics, no we have not. Of the
10,000 12th grade students who
took a geograph y exam, onl y
10% had an advanced level of
geographic understanding. As
citizens of the country that determines, in some part , the rest
of the world's foreign policy,
that is disgusting. How can we
lead foreign policy when onl y
36 percent of Americans possess passports? How can we have
opinions on what we should do
in Syria when we don 't know
where it is?
Some of you may disagree with
this sentiment. After all, it 's not
our job as citizens to lead foreign
policy—leave that to Washing-

ton. The problem with this idea
is that we live in a democracy.
Citizens who hel p to decide who
our commander-in-chief is despite having little grasp of the
real world consequences of that
candidate 's foreign policy are
helping this nation fall into decline. Sure, you can rally all you
want about wanting to bring the
troops home, but do you have any
idea what chaos we would create
by pulling US troops out of Iraq
immediatel y ? Many Americans
only understand foreign policy
in terms of dogma and sound
bites. This is not an effective way
to elect our representatives.
I believe part of the problem is
that many Americans see themselves as exceptional. Why. when
we are the most powerful nation
that has ever existed, would we
learn anything from those other
inferior countries? I would say
we should because other nations
are doing better that us. According to the CIA World Factbook ,
we lag behind other developed
nations in income equality, the
Global Wellbeing Index, and
student performance. As a fun
fact, we re basicall y tied with
the United King dom in our level
of democracy, meaning we just
barel y beat out a country that
has a f**king monarchy!
But I digress. At Colby, students are worldlier than most.
During our time on the Hill ,
we work constantl y with international students from around
the world. We have the opportunity to hear lectures from policy
leaders and to converse with
the Oak Human Rig hts Fellow.
We have access to all sorts of
resources to expand our world
view, but how many of you can
honestl y tell me why the Yasukuni Shrine is a constant source
of tension between Japan and
China? Who can tell me why
Saudi Arabia is so opposed to a
deal between the United States
and Iran?
So Colby, I challenge you to
learn more. Try to figure out
what countries those flags represent when you dine in Foss.
Read the free copies of Foreig n
Policy we have in Miller. In the
run up to the election next year,
stud y the candidates ' foreign
policy plans. I beg of you , because if you don 't you may end
up In a Youtube video saying
Djibouti is a rapper.

How Leadershap ehelp ed me learn to lead
Leaders give us opportunities
to collectivel y attain our goals.
They facilitate the good while
obviating the bad; in short , we
absolutel y need them. Over
spring break, I receiv
opportunity
to eng
with a program calle
Leadershape. and whih
everyone else travelec
somewhere warm (ai
per all their damn snap
chats) I joined twenl
other students in a p
gram that profoundl y i
scored the value ol leadership
and community.
M y first step was to board the
bus provided b y Campus Life.
I was a few minutes late , so I
hauled ass to make sure I wasn 't
left behind I quickly spotted only
a few faces I recognized , and few.
er that I actuall y knew. The ride
to Point Lookout in Camden was
quaint but bumpy , so I chilled out
and kept to myself. I heard what
seemed to be overzealous , obnoxious laug hter toward the back of
the bus. so I initially assumed that

Boy, was I wrong.
The six-day leadership program
that
is
Leadershape
broug ht me in contact with
many peers and administrators
;ver known at Colb y. I
came friends w i t h ev
-ryone there, f o r m i ng
very tig ht bonds with
many people I'd neve r
even talked to before.
The level of commulity we built in such a
ort lime was profound
;some; the humilit y and
vulnerability we displayed with
each' other is a testament to the
variety of smart, engaged and
kind peop le involved. What 's
more, Leadershape broug ht out
q u a l i t i e s in all of us that the
larger campus setting tends to
d a m p e n , unfortunatel y
For me, being at Leadershape was compelling because it
spurred u n c o m f o r t a b l e dialogue
with peers to whom I'd grown
extremel y close. At times , our
discussions were tense , contentious and emotional: other

I mean , I' m not saying things
weren 't awkward
sometimes
or that we sat around singing
"kumbaya " all the time. But the
extent to which we all grew so
close in so little time is remarkable. It goes to show that we can
all form tight bonds with people
at Colb y who seem radically different from you.
That 's probabl y the most important part of the experience
for me and wh y I would do it
again (thoug h, we all technicall y
graduated from Leader shape
so r e t u r n i n g mig ht be redun ¦
dant). Nevertheless, the experience and friendships I now have
compel me to try to get as many
students as possible to go in the
future. Like me, students will return to campus with a renewed
sense of c o m m u n i t y . Or they
could return with a new level
of d e t e r m i n a t i o n to bring about
changes in the Colb y commu
nity that would be surprising l y
beneficial. This was of the most
crucial aims of the program,
that students realize their po-

What I wish I had known before I arrived at Colby
BY A NH UONC '15

Everything is going to be okay,
lust breathe.
Coming into college is definitel y a scary experience. You
are leaving your family, friends ,
and everything familiar and entering a world full of strangers
and responsibilities. Frig htening, I know. I've been there. But
just take everything one step at a
time. You will find friends. You
will do well in your classes. You
will be okay.
I wish someone had told me
that when I first entered college, because I felt so lost. As
my dad pulled up to Foss after
driving around campus in circles, I realized that this p lace
was completely new to me. I
had never visited Colby and I
did not do much research on it
beforehand, so I did not know
anything. I had no clue where
anything was on campus, what
type of people attended Colby,
or even what I wanted to do
with my life. I began to fear that
1 was stuck at a school full of
hippies and intense outdoorsy
peop le. But always remember,
everything is going to be okay.
In actuality, everyone is just as
lost as you. College is a redefining process. Redefining your
interests , your habits, your attitude , and your studies. Your
future is not planned. This time
is dedicated to figuring out
what you want to do and who
you want to be.
College is about gaining new

experiences. I think that is
the most important mindset
to come into college with , because it is not about staying in
your comfort zone and doing
the same things that you have
done throug hout your whole
life. It 's about shaking things
up and seeing where everything
ends up. It 's about trying new
things and putting yourself out
there , for better or for worse.
This is t r u e in terms of classes ,
clubs , even friends. The most
wonderful thing about college
is that you are independent ,
which means that you get to
call all of the shots. Choose
wisel y, but also don 't be afraid
to make mistakes.
The classes you take should be
of great interest to you, because
you finall y have full control over
your schedule. At college, there
is a wide variety of courses offered. Take advantage of this.
Don 't be afraid to take a class
in a subject that you have never
tried , because maybe you 'll end
up loving it and wanting to major in it. That's what I love about
attending a liberal arts college.
It forces you to take classes that
you wouldn't normally notice
when perusing the catalogue.
Being at Colby, I have learned
that I really enjoy economics and international relations,
courses that I had never taken
before college and thoug ht I disliked, but proved to be very interesting and nothing like I had
initiall y thought. In addition ,
I am now a Computer Science

major, however, before college I
had only heard of the term computer science and never imagined myself coding. But while
on the engineering track , I took
the class and enjoyed both the
critical
thinking and problem
solving involved,
but I never realized that there
was also a creative side. This
led me to dedicate my nights,
weekends, and
sleep to creating
the nest projects
of which I am
proud of.
As you can see,
interests change.
50-70percent
of college students
change
their majors at
least once. Most
will change their
majors at least
three times. So
don't get bogged
down in one
subject, but take
this opportunity
to really explore
interests.
your
Nonetheless, be
wary ot randomly choosing a course, because
you have a limited amount of
slots for classes within your college career. Having a semester
of "fluff" classes may be easy,
but it can screw you over in the

future when trying to fit all of
your requirements, especiall y
for double-majors.
I wish I had been advised better coming into college in terms
of knowing my goals and selecting classes. You
don't
necessarily
need to know what
you want to do in
terms of a major
or a future job, but
knowing your interests will guide
you towards classes
that are enjoyable
and can lead to a
potential
major.
Taking classes for
fun is good and
all , but building up
your interests and
career should come
first. College is a
learning environment , but at a cost.
$60,000 a year is a
big deal and you are
investing it in your
future, so the classes you select should
be going towards
your career.
I remember so
clearly the summer
before
freshman
year. When it was
time to select tall
courses, I had no clue what to do
and did not even look at the catalogue before the last minute, desperately asking my older sister
for help. Even thoug h I ended up
with a nice schedule , I definitel y

could have taken a wider range
of courses. Most of my classes
were ones that I knew were purely for fun: Foundations in Studio
Art , Archaeology, a Mythology
course. I wish I had taken courses that matched my interests and
majors that I was thinking about.
Now, being a Global Studies and
Computer Science double major ,
1 need to take five classes a semester and tailor all of them towards my majors- If I had started
earlier, I would have more flexibility in the types of classes that
I can take. One wrong move and
I may not be able to complete
my majors!
By thinking carefull y about
your course selections , you will
be able to find out who you are
and what you want to do with
your life. It seems daunting, but
college is a growing experience
where you get to try out a lot of
different things ana build a better perspective on the world and
where you fit within it. College
is definitel y not just a purel y academic scene, but also a social
atmosphere where you will likely
be making life-long friends and
fiotentiall y even meeting your
uture husband or wife! Crazy,
but is it reall y that far-fetched?
My point is, you should come
to college being focused and
ready to work , but also have
fun! Try out many different
things and see what works for
you. Now that you have your
independence , you hold the
reigns to your future. Where
will it take you?

I Musings From The Editor's Better Half
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WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228
JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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If you 've read my pieces before , you probabl y see me preface everything I say. That 's what
I'm about to do rig ht now. I am
white. I am cis. I am straight. I
have a lifetime worth of privilege. For all of those reasons,
maybe I should not be writing
this. But I think it is an issue that
we need to taut aoout.
can 't just say that hai
one conversation abo
race in America solve
it
anything.
Reall y,
solves nothing. But if we
don 't talk about it, how
will we ever progress to
place where the values
say we hold in America
true in our actions?
Let 's just start by reviewing
some of Yik Yaks I saw on Tuesday. I don 't even use the app. but
I saw on Facebook that someone
had anonymousl y posted: "You
f;ot black emojis now f ' k i n g reax." Excuse me? Before I begin
a rant about the ignorance contained in those seven words, let 's
move on to other yaks . "Prett y
racist of the protesters to turn this
into a 'my peop le ' vs 'your peop le '
affair, whatever happened to 'All
Lives Matter '?" "Progress can be
made throug h dialogue, forums,
and other means... disrupt ions
are not cool bro." "Can 't wait until the next sensationalized case
about a criminal (probabl y black)
getting shot while trying to flee.
#criminallivesni2tter. ' I could
go on. There were some more
positive posts in response to the
negativity, but what concerns
me is that so many people attacked those who participated in
the protest, claiming it disrupted
their education
How many times have you
skipped class? How many times
did you arrive back from your
vacation a little too late and had
to miss one extra day ' To those
of you who feel offended because a protest "disrupted " your

class, I am not sorry. I am sorry
that I did not participate in the
protest , but I fully support the
brave students who did participate. The ignorance in the Yik
Yak posts that I listed above
are some of the reasons why we
need protests such as the one
that happened today. To think
nan cartoon cnaracters
I make up for the daily
njustices that people of
color face is , for lack of
a better term, bullshit.
Also , I am sick of hearing "All Lives Matter. "
People like myself have
;en told since the day
- were born that their
life matters. So when someone
says "Black Lives Matter," it is
not a statement saying that some
lives matter and others don 't.
Instead, it 's an assertion against
the idea that has been perpetuated in our society for as long as
it has existed.
I had my own moment of ignorance earlier on Tuesday regard ing the protest. I saw the students
and was glad they were doing it.
but I turned to my boy friend and
wondered out loud whether these
students were preaching to the
choir. I too quickl y assumed that
Colb y is a p lace of tolerance For
that . I am sorry. Today has been
a reminder that racism is everv
where, and from my p lace of privilege 1 overlooked that the Colby 1
thoug ht 1 knew does not coincide
with the realit y on the Hill.
On top of all of this , these posts
are anonymous. Would these stu
dents say these things to their
friends? Would they be comfort
able it suddenl y their name were
attached to the statement? I write
this article not thinking that my
action is anywhere neai as impor
tant as those of the students who
participated in Tuesday s protests.
Instead. I write this article with
the intention to continue a dialogue - hat need-, to happen

Senior artist profile series: Lindsay Freter *15

BY WILDER DAVIES
A&E Editor

Each year in May. The Colby
Museum of Art hosts the Senior
Art Show, an exhibition featuring
works by senior students ranging a variety of mediums, including photograph y, sculpture,
printmaking and painting. In the
weeks leading up to the opening
on May 7th , the Echo will feature each artist, showcasing their
work and speaking to them about
their personal inspirations and
processes.
This week we are featuring
Lindsay Freter 15 from Scituate ,
MA. She is a frequent contributor for the £c/io and has been
singing on the Colbyettes since
her freshman year. Freter is a
p hotograp her and is particularly
inspired by the hi ghl y sty lized
images of fashion photograph y
over more organic processes. "I
reall y do just love taking p hotographs, especiall y photographs
where 1 completel y make up the
scene." she said. "I love going out

and 'finding' pictures , but there's
something I love about making
every aspect up."
For the Senior Art Show,
Freter looked toward a variety
of recent advertising campaigns ,
in particular those of Marc Jacobs and Miu Miu , as reference
point s for composition and styling. "They 're always kind of
out there and the models look
so awkward but like they don ' t
give a crap, which 1 love....The
colors are gorgeous. The models
have like a 'so what ' attitude. "
She continued, "The th ing about
these ads is that they are so unrealistic (in several ways) but
have ties to the real world— like
how they 're taken in domestic
settings and use everyday objects as props. This is where a
lot of peop le take up issue with
the fashion industry. However, I
love the unrealistic aspect in the
sense that they make you think
' what is happening here?' which
is what makes the photograp hs
so compelling to me."
In composing a photo , Freter
chooses to focus more on visual
aesthetics over underl ying narratives. "Nothing is supposed to
make sense or even be symbolic.
They 're mainl y color and composition driven. I've been setting
things up however I feel is rig ht
in the moment. It 's meant to
look like a fake and man-made
world. I just want peop le to be
like 'what?' and see the pictures
for how they are" she said. For
Frater, design elements and objects from the past are frequent
sources of inspiration. Her
choices in color are rooted in the
kitsch and tack of 1970s interior
desi gn , which she admires for
being "vibrant, saturated, kind
of ugl y, but fabulous at the same
time."

In the past, Freter has photograp hed the Fairfield Anti que
Mall , and worked on a collaborative project exploring how
individuals interact with space
while abroad in London last
year. This project was a particular challenge as it was a departure of her traditional work. "1
pretty much felt like a chicken
running around London with
its head cut off for six months
trying to exp lain to our (what

they call teachers) tutors what
our project meant. It was possibly the most stressful school
-related work I've ever done. But
it ended up being really fun and
satisfying, she said. As for the
photos themselves, they were
stark and of empty looking
parts of places I had stayed during my time abroad. Each photograph was supposed to look
common enough that peop le
would be reminded of home."

After Colb y, Freter would like
to work in the creative department of a fashion magazine or
brand , working as a creative director or a fashion editor. However, she says that this is "a long
way down the road."
Come see Freter 's photos
alongside the works of the seven
other artists who will be featured in the Senior Art Show,
beginning on May 7 at the Museum of Art.

Visting Prof. Peterson directs The Servantof Two Masters
BY BRANDONBLACKBURN
Asst FeaturesEditor

April 16 will mark the opening
night for the upcoming performance
ofCarlo Goldinis The Servant of Two
Masters. The play focuses on the
cunning servant Truffaldino who attempts to play the other characters off
one another as each tries to navigate
his or her particular set of troubles.
The performance is being directed by
a visiting professor, Faculty Fellow in
Theater and Dance Dave Peterson.

Theater has been a life-long passion for Peterson. "I did theater
going all the way back to middle
school," he said. "I enjoyed performing and being in front of people."
Peterson acted throughout middle
and high school before enrolling at
the University of Michigan for his
undergraduate degree. When he got
there, he thought that he would have
to choose between his love of theater
and his love of history .
Peterson feels that he never had to
make the decision, however, because
pursuing theater allowed him to ful-

fill both passions. "1 learned...that
these performance areas could also
be their own forms of research." he
explained. "There was a lot of complex thinking to do, both in studying
theater from a standpoint of history
or from a standpoint of critical studies. . ..Performance itself was this exciting way of engaging in research."
He would go on to study theater at
the Michigan State University, where
he received his masters degree,
and at the University of Pittsburgh,
where he received his PhD.
"I found out that 1 didn 't need

to choose between being a being a theater person and being a
scholar." Peterson said. "They were
very mutually complimentary
disciplines. So I've been a theater
scholar since then." For example,
his dissertation focused on physical comedy, especially as it relates
to more traditionall y verbal works,
such as Shakespeare. While writing it, he relied on a mixture of
archival research and more handson research. Attending workshops
and observing the ph ysical practice he was researching functioned
for him personall y.
"Any theatrical process necessitates that you bring your own sty leto it ," Peterson said. Indeed. Peterson applies much of his expertise
in physical theater in his approach
to directing The Servant of Two
Masters. "There are two key ways
we interact In the rehearsal room ,"
be explained,"One is work that is
general skill building , how do we
get our bodies to be clear? How do
we use language to be precise? And
with that clarity comes comed y....
Ihe other thing that we do is then
work particularly on a scene. So we
take these general ph ysical and vocal skill sets that we 've been learning and app l y them to the scenes."
However, Peterson was certain
to make clear that his is very much
a part of a much larger machine.
Many of the designers in the play 's
company, faculty as well as students ,
have been working on the show since
fall semester. "We have two strands
that go along." he said. "One is the
production side, where we're meeting weekly, and people are working
on projects and developing ideas....
Ihe other side of that are the per
formers themselves who are in theroom, probabl y for about three hours
.i nig ht tor tour nig hts a week as we
rehearse....There's been .m immense
amount of work that they've put in
The p lay ¦;, modeled alter coin-

media dell'arte , a performance
style that developed in Ital y in
the 1500s, which relied on specific types of characters, usually
depicted by masks, and a good
bit of improvisation. But The
Servant of Two Masters . Peterson
explained , is Goldini 's attempt to
reform that style. The script was
then further revised in the translation process in the earl y 2000s,
during which more modern comedic elements not present in the
original were introduced. "The
script is fun because it 's based on
characters and situations from
this form that developed in the
1500s through a refining scripting process from an author in the
1700s . and then adapted for our
contemporary moment b y a team
of adapters and translators in the
2000s, Peterson said.
Peterson also believes that the
integration of improvisation has
extended beyond the performance
itself, allowing the company to better respond to the changes that he
says come as part of the nature of
any performance. "In our process
it 's been nice because everyone has
acknowled ged that nature ," he said.
"Changes happen and when we embrace those changes, we end up with
st ronger results."
Peterson thinks that the comedy
will have a familiar fed to it, similar to
that of a sitcom or cartoon. "It should
be fun." he said. "It 's a madcap zany
world—It's fast and it 's intense, so we
hope that it feels a bit like an excit
ing ride....If it has a commentary. I
think its just exposing the foibles of
the world that we can take a minute
and laug h at ridiculous the things we
passionatel y pursue are."
The Servant of Two Masters will
show on April 16, 17 and 18 at 7:30
p.m. in Strider Theater. Tickets for
the show are available and can be
reserved online- throug h the Department Jhcater and Dante Website

y

Fashion Forward

Stef an Kohli 18 p hotograp her
, blogger and arbiter of style

[he] sees to create an idea book."
While his style used to be centered around specific pieces of
clothing, like a favorite pair of
Stefan Kohli may have a lot of argyle socks, now Kohli says it's
clothes, but doesn't buy them of- "more about the ensemble in genten. He will occasionally stop at eral" combining pieces to create "a
stores, but he mostly trades with more professional look while still
friends, finds pieces at thrift keeping it fashionable and young."
shops or gets free clothes from
Kohli describes his style as
companies he works for. Hail- High Street Fashion, which coming from Arizona, Stefan went to bines streetwear and traditionschool at Philips Exeter Academy al fashion. Elements of urban
in New Hampshire and is now a wear and prep emerge through a
freshman at Colby. Kohli stands unique and simple modern look.
out with an understated but fasci- He sees no need to drop hundreds
nating style that is hard to ignore. of dollars on the freshest styles,
His involvement with fashion also citing that a few of his favorite
goes deeper than what you may
ieces are an old tie-dyed basketsee him wearing around campus.
Eall camp t-shirt and an Angels
Kohli 's sense of style has snapback from childhood.
Deen
developSurprisingly
ing through diffrom a person who
ferent life phases
loves seeing exand questionable
pression via clothtrends. Tve had
ing, Kohli says he
a mind on [fash"loved having a
rtiit thkft uat tft
ion] since probadress code" in hig h
bly seventh grade.
school.
Exeter
I think it was a
called for a shirt
skewed or strange
and tie for boys
view thoug h ," he
and nice blouses,
\tmrtk\tMEurtn
VKK wcdnjjg f i
said , adding that
trousers or skirts
current
trends
for girls. Within
dictated his style.
these loose guideAfter making it
lines, Kohli apthroug h an influx
I predated the ways
.r^T1*
of pocket tees and
students took libfitted caps , Kohli
erties to express
used his life expethemselves.
riences to create a
To honor stupersonal look.
dent 's styles, he
Observation
is
merged his inthe key for Kohli
terest in fashion
to create a style inana photography ,
spired but not based on others. He founding a blog called The Extakes frequent trips to New York eter Dress Code. The blog feaCity and draws inspiration from tured students with stylish and
sites like Hype Beast—a popular interesting outfits. "When I first
website featuring youth culture did this it was to see what peop le
relating to streetwear and fashion. were wearing and share it with
Kohli also "looks at as many look other people, he said. He began
books and editorials as possible.,
to see more meaning in the phosaving photos [he] think[s] look tos he took for the blog. beyond
cool and taking elements of what showcasing a sharply dressed
BY JAKE LESTER
News Staff
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student , "the point was not to focus on brand clothing, but how
people are expressing themselves
throug h their clothing".
Kohli also hel ped run an on
campus thrift store called The
Exeter Exchange, which sold student donations of clothes and
dorm supplies. This allowed students to affordabl y refresh their
style and dorms with other 's unwanted items.
"The way people dress could
show experiences they have had
and represent their life. You can
have an emotional representation
of where you have been [through
fashion]" he said.
Kohli also shares fashion via

his work for a variety of companies as a photographer. He picked
up shoots by offering his work to
some of his favorite brands and
stores, like a Boston shop called
Bodega. Through high school.
Kohli worked with Pharrell William's company Billionaire Boys
Club, Quiet Life and even had a
photo featured by Canada Goose.
On getting into fashion photography, Kohli said "The point of
photograph y is to tell a story, and I
wanted to do that through clothes."
Like his outfits, which he says
he creates with simple thought ,
shoots are not extensively planned
out. "I do it all on the fl y. I have
images in mind that I want to cap-

ture, but ultimately my best photos come randoml y or unintentionall y," he said. "Responding to
change and dealing with the unexpected when taking photos can
produce the best shots.
Keep an eye out for Stefan
around campus rocking a funky
pair of socks connecting pinrolled
pants to New Balance kicks. With
unique clothes incorporated into
a clean style, we can all draw inspiration from Stephan Kohli. He
confesses that he could not tell you
if something matches but advises
"wearing what you like and what
you think looks good."
Visit photokohlt.com to view
his work.

Powder and Wig s' One-Acts Festival International Extravaganza
leads audiences through campus

girlfriend , Sailor, while on the
subway in New York City. After
commenting on what a small
world it is for them to have run
On Friday, April 10, Colby 's into each other. Mike expresses
student run theater club, Powder his lingering feelings for Sailor.
and Wig (P&W) hosted its annu- Throug hout the remainder of
al One-Acts festival. Datin g back the train ride, he works to reas earl y as the 1950s, the festival
kindle their romance by trying
is a reoccurring event that of- to convince Sailor to agree to go
fers students the opportunity to out for coffee. The heartwarmperform work written by other ing and humorous story had the
students. What makes the show audience smiling and laug hing,
most unique is
feeling satisfied in
that Powder St Wig
the end when Sailchooses
various
or finally agreed
The mobility
locations around
to Mike 's invitaof the festival
campus to perform
tion.
each
ten-minute
Then the audimakes for a
act , and the audience was led out
ence travels from
of
Runnals and
particularl
y
one location to
across campus to
another to view
the next act , which
interactive,
the performances.
took place outside
exciting and
under the Mud
The mobility of
bridge. In a poetic ,
the festival makes
engaging
for a particularl y
rhyming fashion ,
interactive, excitthe act told the
viewer
ing and engaging
mysterious story
o( a murdered
viewer experience.
experience.
cat . The audience
This year 's festival consisted of
huddled
around
three acts written
the crime sceneby a diverse group that included
while the investigator gathered
Colb y a l u m n u s Will Hochman
clues in an effort to discover
'14 , a Colb y firstyear and a prowho could have murdered the
fessional writer. After gathercat. involving the audience in
ing in Pulver . P&W members the process of working to solve
led the audience to R u n n a l s for the mystery.
the first act. The act, w r i t t e n b y
Afterward,
the
audiencewalked to AMS basement for the
Hochman and directed by Olivia Gould ' 16. tnld the relatable
third and final act, which was an
story of young college graduemotionall y moving monologue
ate. Mike . who . in a moment of that grapp led with the difficult
serendipity, runs into his ex- questions of what it means to
BY KATHERINE K YRIOS
News Staff

live, to die and to love. A character named Julia delivered the
monologue, contemplating the
beauty of simply being able to
breathe. She spoke of her intense
love for her partner, Becca, and
the difficulties they face as a
same-sex coup le in a world that
can be cruel and unaccepting of
differences. In a surprising twist,
the audience discovered that Julia 's subconscious was delivering the monologue, as Julia was
actuall y in the hospital , unresponsive and unable to breathe.
Becca sat b y her side, begg ing
her to survive and to find a way
to breathe again.
The One-Acts festival contained three very different, but
equally impressive and enjoy able acts. In 10 short minutes
and with very few actors and
actresses , the acts told powerful
and moving stories.
Even thoug h the festival is
produced by P&W. anyone can
submit a proposal to direct or
audition for a role in one of the
acts. During this festival, three
students made their debut appearances. P&W member Olivia
Gould emp hasized the abundance of opportunities available
for those interested in participating in events like the OneActs: 'Powder and Wig is always
excited to have new members, so
keep an eye out lor announcements of auditions and productions ," she said.
P&W's season is almost over,
but be sure to catch the final show.
Almost. Maine , which debuts on
April 24th.

Su-do-ku!

Monday Night
is College Night at
Silver Street Tavern.

20% Off

Your Food Bill.
Faculty and Students
invited.

All you need is your
¦
2 Silver Street

Waterville
207-680-2163
www.silverstreettavern.com

College ID

From the archives: October 29, 1971

coinran-a Black asks:

WEat Happened to Black Studies?
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by Margaret Gordon
What aid happen to Slack Studies ? The stakes have been In the lire lor mare
Chan 3 years now - or shall I aay cooling on Icet It la Colby 's policy to ask for
suggestions (as II to show an Interest In the Btuden'B needs). Urn those over
to the proper committees, and make lofty promises. This relieves the tension
built up in the student body and replaces It with dry anticipation. Note , however ,
that the administration is careful not U> put too much preaaure on the committee to acu
But wait, no need to make idle accusations without concrete evidence. In the
case of Black Studies the committee system was given a year. "Proposals for
a New Colby " the last Rectum of which included five proposals from the Student organization for Black Unity, were submitted the The Coo-Con Structure
In March of 1970, "to be enacted Immediately ... The S. O B. U. Is now taking
action simply because we feel Ihal our concerns cannot wait another year. The
whlta/MuIr Far-i j i) Imhiltrti-n on thin rinlnli l a rnrlRt a* well as dtme-.rl rr, fnatarv

The tension built. We found no alternative, but to occupy Larimer Chapel,
Demand #4 stated
"A Black Studies Program la needed at Colby. The Black St tides Progran
would serve to revitalize the suppressed International Black experiences and
achievements. If Colby la to recognize the Black Man 's existence, It must
Initiate programs that affirm that recognition.
"For expedience, a Black Studies Program need not be a department. Courses
dealing with the Black experience may be offered in the various departments
now existing. Essential will be the offerings in literature, music and art. It la,
however, imperative that a Black professor be hired to teach the offerings in
Black history."
It was indicated by the S. O. B. U. in a meeting with the Admissions Committee
at the Ume that we were giving an outline of our goals and that modifications
oou'd he made In the future. Most Important we said:
THESE GOALS MIST BE INSTITUTED

Baseball falls in crucial
two-game series to Bobcats
BY DAN H YSZCZAK
Staff Writer
The warmer temperatures and
sunnier skies brought optimistic
feelings for baseball fans around
New England this past weekend,
but unfortunatel y the Colby baseball team was not able to harness
the heat and dropped two of three
at Bates this past weekend. Playing a three-game weekend series
due to weather complications earlier in the season , the Mules were
able to take the middle game of
the series on Sunday afternoon,
but were unable to gain what
would have been a key set of wins

over a divisional rival.
The first game of the series saw
both teams score plenty of runs ,
but ultimately Bates came out on
top in an 8-5 victory. The Mules
were led Saturday by six strike outs from senior co-captain Scott
Goldberg ' 15 and a three-run
home run by Soren Hanson ' 16,
but , ultimately, Bates' pitcher Connor Colombo got the win behind
his eight strikeouts.
The Mules returned Sunday still
with the opportunity to take the
series against the Bobcats, and got
off to a great start. Hanson struck
out seven batters and moved to
3-0, continuing to prove that, regardless of whether he is on the

mound or at the plate , he is one of
the dominant players in the NESCAC. The Mules also got two RBI
each from Zach Ellenthal '16 and
co-captain Jason Buco " 15 to power them to a 5-2 victory.
Unfortunatel y,
the
rubber
match of the series is one the
Mules will want to quickl y forget.
The team managed onl y two hits
the entire game and let up 17 runs
to drop the chance to take the series. Bates scored four runs in the
first inning and didn't look back ,
scoring in six of their eight batting innings and put this one out
of reach quickly.
The Mules move to 3-3 in the
tight NESCAC East. They currentl y sit tied for third and are
onl y a half game behind Bates for
the final spot in the p layoffs. The
Mules will have a great chance
to move further into playoff
contention this weekend when
they face off against first-p lace
Tufts University. Scratching out
a series victory versus Tufts this
weekend could mark a turning
point for the team and put them
in commanding position in the
division. The Mules will need to
continue their improved hitting
this season and get some better
pitching to complement Hanson , who has to be considered
for first team all-NESCAC this
year as both a pitcher and hitter.
More performances like his the
past two weekends will make the
Mules a toug h beat for any team
in the league.

M. Track hosts Invitational
BY P ETE CRONKITE
Sports Editor
In their only home meet of the
season , Men's Track and Field took
to the outdoors this past Saturday
to host a multi-school competition
at Alfond Track. Among the visiting opponents were the University
of Southern Maine, Bates College,
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology (MIT), and St. Josep h's College.
Across two days of events, there
emerged one clear winner, three
tightly-packed teams, and one unfortunate St. Joseph's squad kept
nearly entirely off the scoreboard.
After the final event, the decatha :
Ion , St. Josephs was planted firmly
in last with 6.5 team points , a mere

fraction of victorious MIT's 218.
The home team , too, handil y bested the Monks with 114 points, but
could not rise above fourth p lace.
Highli g hting the Mule 's twoday efforts was the 400-meter
victory by Brian Sommers ' 17,
the onl y first-p lace finish for the
Mules at the Invitational. Sommers secured his victory with
a time of 49 .68. He also ran the
200-meter dash for third p lace in
just under 23 seconds.
Another Colby sophomore, David Chelimo, raced to second in the
5,000-meter, falling behind only
Allen Leung of MIT.
The Mules struggled to place
athletes in the top positions in
most single events, but managed a
handful of third- to fifth-p lace fin-

ishes that hel ped the team to their
eventual overall of fourth.
And y Fullerton " 17 and Andrew
Herwi g ' 16 represented Colby in
the decathalon , the former finishing fifth , the latter claiming the
Mules ' onl y other second prize at
the Invitational.
For much of the decathalon,
it looked as if Bates senior Eric
Wainman would sweep the event.
Wainman finished first in every
competition of the decatathon
until
Sunday 's second event.
Then , in Discus Throw, Herwig
broke Wainman 's hegemony with
a 34.03-meter hurl. Herwig also
stole first p lace in the final event
of the decathalon , the 1,500 meter, with a four-second victory
over Wainman.

W. Lax on three-game slide
brought the home team within one.
Just five minutes into the half, the
home team struck again to come even
with the Mules at 4-4. Following a
Following a tough loss to NESCAC Colby goal by Lsrie Perticone ' 17 with
foe Micldlebury, the then nationally 24 minutes left in the match, the Polar
fourth-ranked Colby wornens lacrosse Bears dominated play, scoring twice in
team travelled to Brunswick to take on three minutes to take the lead; howrival Bowdoin. The Mules entered the ever, the Mules would not go down
match 9-2 and tied for fourth in the NE- without a fight , and ten seconds after
SCAC with the Polar Bears. Bowdoin a Bowdoin conversion ot a free posiwasranked seventh in the nation follow- tion shot, Perticone hit the back of the
ing decisive victories over Amherst and net and leveled the score at 6-6. The
Williams early in the season. The Polar Bowdoin defense locked down and
Bears, in dramatic fashion, came from prevented Colby from scoring another
behind to defeat Colby 8-7. Ihe previ- goal until it was too late. The Polar
ous rive meetings, dating back to 2011, Bears capitalized on defensive fouls by
between the rivals have all been decided the Mules and scored another free poby one goal, with Bowdoin holding a 3-2 sition shot, which was shortly followed
by an unassisted Bowdoin goal to put
seriesadvantage.
Ihe Mules were able to jump out to the Mules behind by two. Kendall
an early -1-1 lead following two goals by Smith 18 scored for the Mules, finall y
tri-captain Sara Miller 15. Miller is an breaking through the Polar Bear defense with just five minutes remaining
offensive force on the team and is third
on the team in goals with 18. Play con- in the game '1 he Mules were unable to
tinued back and forth for the majority tie the game In the final minutes of the
of the first half until Bowdoin netted match and returned to Waterville looka free position shot with live minutes ing forward to their matchup with felleft in the half to bring the Polar Bears low NESCACleader Amherst.
within two. A lapse on defense by the
The 12th ranked Lord lefts emerged
victorious after scoring withjust one- sec ¦
Mules with just over a minute until
halftime led to a Bowdoin goal and ond left in overtime to defeat the Mules
BY KlERNAN SOMERS
Asst. Sports Editor

9-8. Apnl has been a tough month for the
Mules as the loss was their third in a row.
Before April, Colby enjoyed an eightgame win streak, were 9-1, and ranked
second in the nation.
The Mules struggled early on in the
match and were unable lo get on the
scoreboard in the first ten minutes of
the match, allowing Amherst to jump
ahead to a 3-0 lead. Senior tri-captain
Abby Hatch '15 netted the first goal of
the game for the Mules, but the Colby offense remained stagnant. With Amherst
leading 5-1, and two minutes remaining
in the half, another goal by Hatch jolted
the Colby offense. The Mules scored two
more goals in quick succession to bring
the game to within one at halftime.
The second half went back and forth ,
with the teams exchanging pairs of
goals. With the Lord Jells ahead and
only five minutes remaining in the
game; Abby Hooper 16 scored oft a
teed from Hatch, who 30 seconds later
buried a free position shot to tie the
game and send il to overtime.
In overtime, the Mule defense stood
firm, but was unable to keep the aggressive Amherstoffenseoft the board In the
final second of overtime play. Amherst
scored,sending the Mules I wck home to
Watervillein defeat
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Devastator of theWeek

Tyler Will '15
Sport

21

Lacrosse
Position:
_
.
^
Goaltender
Hometown:
Cold Spring Harbor, NY

TT1
^V^t
Amherst on Saturday

Why: TylerW8I has been a bridewall in net for the Mulesthis
season.VWI 6 secaidintiieNESCACinsave percentecft s^
ping625%<)fshotstiiisyear.WillkeptWs composureintheface
ofa 34-shotoffensiveonslaughtbyAmherstlastweekend.
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Woodsmen victorious in Mud Meet at home

President Greene cuts
f irst log at Woodsmen 's home meet

tested annually since 2007, is notable for its unusual competition
format: rather than having each
team field separate mens and
women's sides, the meet is run in a
"Jack and Jill" format , where each
school fields teams of three men
and three women. The groups
compete in a variety of events,
each derived from a specific forestry skill.
The meet began bright and early
with the single buck, a timed competition in which one member
from each team uses a long saw
to attempt to be the first to slice
through a log. University of Maine
won the event with a time of 22.66
seconds , taking an earl y lead, with
the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry taking a
close second,
Colby, however, gained momentum as the day continued ,

B Y WILL LEVESQUE
Staff Writer

At the Colby Woodsmen's field,
the annual Mud Meet kicked off
this past Saturday to a sizeable
home crowd. President Greene
and new Athletic Director Tim
Wheaton were present at the opening ceremonies to welcome the
crowd and help cut the first log.
The meet , which attracts woodsmen teams from across the Northeast and Canada, was a resounding success for the Mules, as the
Woodsmen put in a strong performance to place first at home.
The meet , which has been con-

putting in a number of strong
performances to win the competition. The Mules placed first
in dry land log birling, an event
which involves competitors trying to keep their balance on a
roiling log. The Mules also came
first in the doubles bow saw
event, in which a team of two
tries to cut a log as fast as possible , completing the task in only
66.50 seconds.
The Mules also put on a strong
display in one of the meet's signature events, the packboard. This
event involves woodsmen gathering
various survival items, such as an
axe, flint , and other supplies before
running a certain distance with the
pack and building a fire, all in the
fastest possible time. Colby's A team
p laced first in this event, finishing
with an impressive time of seven
minutes and 52 seconds.

The strong performances were
not limited to Colby's first team ,
as the Woodsmen's B team put in
a number of impressive displays,
including an upset to place first in
the chain throw, an event which,
decievingly, does not involve throwing anything, but rather has woodsmen attempting to coil a chain , with
points awarded for speed and neatness. The Colby Woodsmen second
team placed fought their way to first
in this event, putting on an impressive demonstration of a highly specialized skill.
The meet also included a number of achievements for various
teams, most notabl y in the disc
stack, an event where competitors
cut a vertical log into as many
"cookies" as possible in a limited amount of time , with penalties given if any of the disks fall.
Three hig h scores were made in

the event, with SUNY ESF coming in first with 19 successful
cuts. Most impressively, however,
was the showing by the UConn
alumni team. Competing in the
un-scored alumni category, the
team successfull y cut 25 discs, an
outstanding score.
After a top showing at this year's
Mud Meet, the Woodsmen continue to look ahead to a busy spring
schedule, most notably with the
Dartmouth Spring meet in two
weeks' time. A strong performance
at the meet would mean entry for
the Colby Woodsmen into the
Stihl Northeastern Timbersports
competition , the highest level of
collegiate and professional competition in the country. With this in
mind , the woodsmen are looking
to continue the impressive performances that have characterized
their season thus far.

Women's Track takes third
Mules 20 points with her victories in
the 200-meter and 400-meter dashes
with times of 25.92 and 59.63, respectively. In the 400-meter race, Doyle
was the only runner under the minute
mark Michaela Athanasopoulos '17,
McKayla Blanch '17, Emily Tolman
'16, and Doyle raced to a victory in
the 1,600-meter relay with a winning
time of 4:06.99.
In a switch of normal events for
her, Alanna McDonough '16 competed in the 5,000-meter race and
ended up winning with a time of
IS.-08.6S, a full six seconds ahead of

BY RUSS OLLIS
Staff Writer

On Saturday, April 11, the Colby
women's track team hosted a meet
against four other schools. By the end
of the day, the women finished in third
place with 122 points—just 13 points
behind Bates College and way behind
winner Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,who had 287 points.
Many different athletes shined for
Colby, but arguably the day belonged
to Emily Doyle '16. Doyle gave the

her nearest competitor.
Athanasopoulos, Jenna Athanasopoulos '17, and Adrienna Carmack
18 all took home second place finishes for the Mules. In the 400-meter hurdles, Michaela Athansoplous
finished in second with a time of
1:07.69. Her sister, Jenna , ran the
100-meter hurdles in only 15.52
seconds, and Carmack finished the
3,000 meter steeplechase in 11:52.14.
The Mules look to improve next
Saturday, April 18 when they head
down to Brunswick to compete in
the AJoha Relays.

Baseball vs. Tufts

..
Fri., April 17

3 pm

Waterville, ME

Softball at Bowdoin
Fri., April

17

4 pm

Brunswick, ME

All people by nature desire to know - Aristotle
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Jaxi, Blues> & classical CDs

Men's Tennis vs. Tufts
Fri., Aprill7

4pm

Vvatervllle, ME

Women's Lacrosse at Williams
Sat., April 18

12 pm

Williams, MA

Men's Lacrosse vs. Williams
Sat, April 18

1pm

Waterville,

ME

